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Summary. An active sector of small and medium enterprises (SME) in Poland is a 

prerequisite of a properly functioning market economy. This sector encompasses vari-

ous companies. The ICT (Information and Communication Technology) can help even 

the odds. We have conducted a questionnaire-based survey to identify how polish 

SMEs perceive this phenomenon of eBusiness systems. 
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APLIKACJE E-BINZESU W POLSKIM SEKTORZE MSP – 

UWARUNKOWANIA I ROZWÓJ 

Streszczenie. Prężnie działający sektor małych i średnich przedsiębiorstw (MSP) 

w Polsce jest podstawą właściwie funkcjonującej gospodarki rynkowej. Sektor ten 

obejmuje różnorodne przedsiębiorstwa. Technologie ICT (Information and Communi-

cation Technology) mogą pomóc to funkcjonowanie zdecydowanie usprawnić. W ar-

tykule omówiono istotę, uwarunkowania i perspektywy rozwoju zastosowań syste-

mów e-biznesu w polskim sektorze MSP. 

Słowa kluczowe: BI, CRM, e-biznes, e-przedsiębiorstwo, ERP, ICT, społeczeń-

stwo informacyjne, zarządzanie wiedzą, MSP 

1. Introduction 

Degree of popularization of practical application of ICT (Information and Communication 

Technologies) in all areas of human activity allows for assertion that we deal with a new stage 

of information technology support of enterprise functioning. According to the theory of 
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American futurologist Alvin Toffler, evolution of humanity may be framed in the so-called 

three waves [1, 5]:  

 first wave – agricultural revolution, 

 second wave – industrial revolution, 

 third wave – information revolution, were building of information technology society was 

initiated, and whose essence in the area of economic activity performed in the convention 

of e-business is constituted by e-companies.  

The term „information technology society” refers to the society which not only possesses 

developed means of information processing and communication, but also those means are the 

basis for generating national income and provide sources of maintenance for the majority of 

society. Its characteristics may be presented in the following way [8]: 

 information becomes basic economic resource, means of income growth and accumula-

tion as well as competitiveness (digital product),  

 information, to a growing extent becomes a factor of social and political life,  

 people absorb more and more information as consumers,  

 the growing role of information is forced by fast development of the sector of communi-

cation means and services; political and economical entities-subjects use more and more 

information, which in turn forces expansion of this sector.  

Economic and social aspects of information technology society may be synthetically de-

fined as:  

 society is characterized not only by development of new technologies (particularly infor-

mation technologies), but also new ways of labor management and organization, new pro-

fessions,  

 information sector in economy may be divided into subsectors, coping with, respectively: 

generating, processing and distribution of information,  

 a basic dimension of economic changes in association with development of means of 

communication is globalization process; it is due to them that „shrinking” of time and 

space could occur, as the essence of globalization;  

 information technology society is characterized by de-ranking of economic structures, 

which, among others, means moving away from Fordism and Taylorism,  

 process of production and management decentralization takes place,  

 virtual enterprises occur, banks for instance,  

 network economy develops; logic of network has become an important element of now 

economy, characterized by ability to generate knowledge, transfer and manage informa-

tion, and on its basis to undertake actions in real time on a global scale, 
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 network as a form of economic organization concentrates on executing specific business 

projects; the unit of production process is not a company, but a business project,  

 logic of network refers also to the area of political activities, social relationships, human 

contacts (the so-called network individualism).  

State of saturation with ICT solutions and advancement of construction of information 

technology society in Poland is illustrated by the list of indicators below [12]:  

 93% of Polish companies use computers in their activity and 89% of those have Internet 

access (of which 46% is broadband connection),  

 100% companies of financial sector use Internet in their business on daily basis,  

 14% of big companies apply wireless connections, 

 more than 61% companies contact all authorities via Internet,  

 27% companies are provided with goods and services through e-commerce, but only 9% 

companies conducted e-sales.  

2. Activity of small and middle enterprises (SMEs) 

The activity of in an essential way was bound by the additional influence, as a result of 

central planned system transformation in a considered region, on systems of free-market 

economy. Although several years lasted from transformation processes being in Central and 

Eastern Europe, certain phenomena, called post-transformation phenomena, can still be ob-

served, the results of which come down to increase the decisions uncertainty in post-

transformation conditions, in relation to similar decisions in countries with developed eco-

nomics. 

Analysis of specific forming problems in all Central and Eastern European countries 

showed the importance of forming the following [11]: 

 rate of unemployment, 

 extent of cooperation with other countries of considered region: 

– foreign trade with other countries of considered region, 

– scale of import from other countries of considered region, 

– scale of export to other countries of considered region, 

– scale of outlay on scientific researches, 

– scale of so-called „grey sphere‟, 

– private property share in economy, 

– scale of country subsidies for economic actions. 
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According to experts, the sector of European SMEs is characterized by the absence of any 

vision or reflection over using analytical tools in business effectively or regarding information 

and knowledge as strategic and competitive assets. To improve this situation, ITC needs to be 

integrated with business, beginning with identification of business information needs. 

The environment of SMEs can be described from the aspect of ICT investment, level of 

business organization and scope of strategic planning. These features are extremely important 

for setting the background basis for strategy, methods and tools for implementation of the 

enterprise information system. With regard to this, some important findings are described 

below [4, 7, 13]: 

 start-up investment is used for financing basic activities for market development and 

short-term business continuity management with the lowest margin possible. Planning ho-

rizon is low because of a small-scale startup investment and applied production strategy. 

Business is done on the basis of short-termed forecasts, 

 integrated enterprise information system is not implemented – a non-homogenous envi-

ronment of different business applications, supporting individual business segments might 

cause data redundancy and threaten its integrity. Both could induce a risk of wrong or late 

information, needed for decision making, 

 low margin strategy determines the way of doing daily business. Top priority is to remove 

short-term risks – all resources are involved in fulfillment of sales objectives, rather than 

cost reduction, which is the primary goal of business IT applications, 

 Less but more flexible workforce is capable of quickly adapting to business process re-

engineering deliverables, 

 web-based marketing and e-commerce practices are often applied, because they are less 

demanding regarding investments and workforce, unlike in the conventional marketing 

and sales activities. This approach enables the company to adapt quickly to web-based 

business process management, and particularly, B2B activities, 

 lack of strategic risk management approach, caused by focused identification and resolu-

tion of short-term risks lowers the level of coordination towards fulfillment of business 

plan objectives. 

3. ICT in knowledge management of e-companies 

Companies often use ERP (Enterprise Resource Planning) and knowledge management 

(KM) systems to facilitate company-wide business process improvement and innovation [2], 

[13]. They mine, analyze, and package global best practices in ERP and KM databases, think-
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ing it will be easy and efficient to share the information across their organization. It‟s not. 

Best practices almost always have to be adapted to local conditions, and data captured in ERP 

and KM systems rarely reflect these nuances. 

Knowledge is considered as an enterprise‟s invisible assets. Surviving in today‟s highly 

competitive and ever expanding global economy requires efficiently managing corporate 

knowledge. Increasing requirements for extended enterprises have stimulated the integration 

of knowledge management function into ERP systems for knowledge asset management. So 

far enterprise information systems such as ERP systems are developed and implemented for 

mainly managing physical assets of an enterprise since 1990s. Due to the fact that both types 

of assets need to be properly managed, the integration of KM and ERP becomes a strategic 

initiative for providing competitive advantages to enterprises.  

Among many definitions of KM – knowledge management, for the needs of this study we 

shall adopt proposals put forward by the company Arthur Andersen and American Centre for 

Productivity and Quality. According to them, it is a process of identification, acquisition and 

application of knowledge, aiming at improvement of a competitive position of a company, sup-

ported by four factors: leadership, organisation culture, technology and measurement system. 

We may speak about five dimensions of knowledge [3, 6, 9]: 

 know why – knowledge concerning strategy of a company, structure of its business proc-

esses and partnership associations, 

 know what – knowledge concerning portfolio of products and enterprises executing key 

changes,  

 know how – knowledge concerning portfolio of base technologies, level of their applica-

tion in a company, architecture of the most important solutions and development trends,  

 know when – main milestones showing a scenario of events in first three areas (why, 

what, how), 

 know who – knowledge about resources associated with execution of scenarios in the area 

“what”, includes both application of existing resources and a plan of creating new ones. 

It maintains full reference to business knowledge, which consists of previously mentioned 

triad: data – information – knowledge in terms of applied resources and executed business 

processes in an enterprise.  

E-company, as economic system applying advanced information technology infrastructure 

in its internal organization and communication – also external – presently constitutes the es-

sence of functioning of information technology society in business areas. It practically means 

support of basic enterprise structures and execution of now economy concept in on-line mode 

with information technology, including [5, 13]: 

 level of technical (equipment) infrastructure,  
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 level of system and communication infrastructure,  

 level of application software, 

 level of business processes integration with external contractors of the enterprise.  

Specific information technology ecosystem of an e-company must be based on advanced 

solutions of ERP. Traditionally understood ERP systems as solutions of the enterprise inte-

grating information technology infrastructure are not sufficient anymore. Their basic functio-

nality has been enriched with Customer Relationship Management systems (CRM), Supplier 

Relationship Management systems (SRM), Supply Chain Management systems (SCM), and 

Product Lifecycle Management systems (PLM) [4, 10]. 

Simultaneously, development of ERP systems aroused demand for information technolo-

gy solutions defined as Business Intelligence. They mean no less than effective support of 

decision processes based on the so-called Business Analytics. It involves tools and applica-

tions for analyzing, monitoring, modeling, presenting and reporting data supporting decision 

making. To this purpose data warehouses, operational analyses of supply chains, analytical 

CRM and SRM systems, financial analyses and enterprise efficiency indicators are used. The 

users of such solutions are strategic levels of companies, based on certain data aggregates. 

Application on a mass scale of Internet technologies in information systems has streng-

thened mechanisms of globalization of economic activities and integration of association 

chains between business partners. It is accompanied by information revolution in progress, 

whose task is to provide information necessary for effective support of corporation decisions. 

Those challenges may be matched only by the systems of ERP II class, with highly broadened 

functionality in comparison to ERP class. Business processes executed within their frame-

work much exceed area of functioning of a single enterprise. They combine information flows 

in the scope of integrated economic areas, involving business partners, financial and insur-

ance institutions, science and research institutes and other links of the organization surround-

ings, applying internet technologies to this purpose, as well as electronic market mechanisms 

(among others internet auctions and exchanges) [8]. 

ERP II systems allow for expansion and deepening scopes and functionality of integrated 

solutions and for focusing on tasks which are strategically important for activities of an enter-

prise. They apply new business information technologies and categories of solutions, includ-

ing: data warehouses and Business Intelligence class solutions (OLAP – OnLine Analytical 

Processing), Knowledge Management (KM), Advanced Planning and Scheduling techniques 

(APS), methods of assessment of Corporate Performance Management (CPM), Balanced Sco-

reCard (BSC) [1, 9]. 

Range of popularization of ERP systems in terms of information technology support of 

modern organizations allows for a thesis that they are perceived as an element of information 
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technology architecture, which practically constitutes a condition of their effective function-

ing. ERP systems are subject to evolution, among others, under influence of new business 

demands, changes in information solution technologies and technical infrastructure. They are 

characterized by strong orientation towards building relations with clients and business part-

ners and so-called system intelligence.  

The scale of popularization of this class of information technology solutions in Poland is 

characterized by 14 per cent dynamics in scale of last two years, and prognoses in this scope 

are also optimistic, as ERP systems became a distinguishing factor of modern functioning of 

global economy organizations. This phenomenon can be also noticed in small and medium 

enterprises sector. They prove, in terms of quality, a new stage of informatization of Polish 

companies, where highly processed data (information) constitute a basis for knowledge man-

agement system. It mainly refers to ERP class and Business Intelligence solutions, which are 

applied in the framework of modern management methods in competitive market.   

In the beginning of 2009 the author conducted a pilot questionnaire study in terms of degree 

of application of ICT technology SMEs of Wielkopolskie (Province in Poland). The structure of 

registered total of more than 341 thousand enterprises in Wielkopolska is the following: 

 322 thousand (94,45%) of enterprises employing up to 9 people (micro enterprises), 

 15,5 thousand (4,54%) employing 10 – 49 people (small), 

 3 thousand (0,88%) employing 50 – 249 people (medium)
1
. 

Collected research material (in total 754
2
 responses) allows for the following general con-

clusions (Adamczewski, 2008):  

 98% enterprises have a permanent Internet access.  

 type of Internet connection – nearly 52% use DSL connection, 23% – ADSL,  10% – 

ISDN, 9% – wireless connection, 6% – telephone modem, 

 collocation is applied by 45% enterprises, and hosting – 28%, 

 main areas of Internet application are marketing – 75%, business catalogues – 70%, part-

ner programs – 55%, 

 most frequently applied application software includes financial and accountancy domains, 

human resources, CRM, warehouses and fixed assets; in 34% ERP class systems are ap-

plied, and 5% of respondents admit to applying Business Intelligence class solutions,  

 82% enterprises apply e-supplies, a 50% – e-sales of their products and services, 

 18% enterprises indicated positive experience in terms of application of mobile systems 

(particularly in the sales area).  

                                                 
1 There were 429 large companies in Wielkopolska, employing more than 250 people, which constituted 

0,13% of total registered entities.  
2
 Micro enterprises 399 (52,9%), small 254 (33,7%) and medium 101 (13,4%). 
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Quoted study results indicate a growing share of advanced information technology solu-

tions in support of operational and tactical level of management of small and medium enter-

prises sector in Wielkopolska, including particularly ERP class systems. It also confirms 

strategies of the suppliers of those solutions, which imply offering pre-configured solutions in 

the scope of particular businesses. It is worth emphasizing that among main investment plans 

in terms of ICT the following were mentioned: ERP systems with elements of SCM (Supply 

Chain Management), solutions of Business Intelligence Class, knowledge management and 

mobile systems. 

4. Directions of ICT development in SMEs 

Growing demands of competition in the sector of small and medium enterprises force 

companies to reach, to a growing extent, to more advanced information technology solutions, 

where ERP systems take a prominent place. Analysis of evolution of these systems indicates 

main directions of functional spread in construction of business processes in the framework 

of the entire logistic chain. This spread includes in the first place intelligent support of com-

plex customer service and support of partner relationships in this chain. In order to execute 

those objectives the most modern information technology solutions are applied, which also 

involve wireless remote access to data bases and data warehouses of ERP base system.  

Growing demands aimed at ERP systems generally result from functioning of real time 

enterprise (RTE), which is most fully executed on the ground of e-business solutions. Main 

development tendencies, which are already clearly outlined on the ground of solutions of this 

class, may be defined following:  

 ever broader range of business services, 

 full IT support of virtual structures, 

 popularization of internet technologies (including corporate portals, network services and 

Web browsers as basic interface to ERP systems), 

 broader application of mobile solutions, which shall enable access, for authorized users, 

to company information resources via medium of choice,  

 switching to the component architecture, 

 deepening functional and technological integration, 

 automatic system configuration with its significant parameterization, which has impact on 

shortening of implementation process,  

 broader application of data warehouses necessary for quick obtaining management infor-

mation and knowledge management systems,  
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 complete openness to other segment solutions through integration with CAD/CAM sys-

tems, industrial automatics, GIS, GPS and other systems,  

 fuller information technology outsourcing (including mainly ASP model and data centers). 

ERP systems are subject to evolution under influence of, among others, new business de-

mands, technological changes of IT solutions, dynamic evolution of technical infrastructure. 

It is projected to ever more expanding functional structure of solutions. Modules from the 

scope  of sales and distribution are expanded to the level of Customer Relationship Manage-

ment (CRM), Supplier Relationship Management (SRM), and supply and manufacturing lo-

gistics becomes integrated in terms of Supply Chain Management (SCM).  

Growing demands aimed at ERP systems generally result from functioning of real time 

enterprise (RTE), which is most fully executed on the ground of e-business solutions. Main 

development tendencies, which are already clearly outlined on the ground of solutions of this 

class, may be defined following [4, 7, 13]: 

 ever broader range of business services, 

 full IT support of virtual structures, 

 popularization of internet technologies (including corporate portals, network services and 

Web browsers as basic interface to ERP systems), 

 broader application of mobile solutions, which shall enable access, for authorized users, 

to company information resources via medium of choice,  

 switching to the component architecture, 

 deepening functional and technological integration, 

 automatic system configuration with its significant parameterization, which has impact on 

shortening of implementation process,  

 broader application of data warehouses necessary for quick obtaining management infor-

mation and knowledge management,  

 complete openness to other segment solutions through integration with CAD/CAM sys-

tems, GIS, GPS and other systems,  

 fuller information technology outsourcing (including mainly ASP model and data centers). 

Since Internet network forces companies to build deeper relationships with customers, 

suppliers and partners, ERP systems become an attractive strategy both from the point of 

view of business itself and selection of used application software. It means necessity of gra-

dual migration of ERP systems to ERP II, and, at the same time – increase in adaptation abili-

ties of companies exploiting them. Simultaneously, functionality of these solutions is ex-

panded with BI applications, whose development tendencies are defined by:  

 simplicity of application of these tools by the users, who are not IT specialists,  
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 compliance of solutions with functioning strategy of a company, illustrating specific indi-

cators in the form of the so-called manager cockpits,  

 confidence in sources of data origin, and their streams (metadata) in the framework of 

entire information chain,  

 innovation construed as ability to find new areas of application in terms of support of 

business decisions.  

Evolving business needs and development of IT technologies have greatest impact on de-

velopment of information structure of e-companies. Current economic situation, sharp com-

petition between suppliers of these solutions and growing organization and information cul-

ture among management level also have influence on the shape of these solutions. It is even 

bigger, as more advanced ERP class systems are integrated with Business Intelligence solu-

tions. It is directly projected to more effective information and decision processes, which con-

stitute basis for now economy concept, which on the ground of modernly functioning compa-

nies is reflected by achieving and strengthening competitive advantage [9]. 

Economic transformations and evolution of business relations cause devaluation of tradi-

tional sources of competitive advantage, such as capital, infrastructure, access to the market 

or quality of offered products and services. E-companies, in order to effectively compete on 

the market must assign crucial significance to flexibility of an organization and its ability to 

implement innovative business models and process reorganization. Examples of many Polish 

companies indicate that vision of a business managed in a modern way entered a dynamic 

execution stage, and, ultimately, effective knowledge management in e-company grows to the 

rank of a paradigm [7]. 

5. Conclusion 

Pragmatics of implementation and exploitation of ICT in the sector of SMEs in Poland 

and performed deliberations allow for drawing the following general conclusions: 

 building advanced ICT solutions becomes a distinguishing factor of modern e-companies,  

 ERP systems constitute a key element in enterprise architecture of e-companies as a spe-

cific information technology ecosystem,  

 dynamic evolution of ERP systems expands their functionality with SRM, PLM, CRM, 

SCM and BI modules,  

 ERP create a basis of integrated information technology systems with advanced Business 

Intelligence (BI), which constitute a basis of ultimate knowledge management system in 

e-company,  
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 ICT solutions cannot be based only on appropriate information technologies („hard” fac-

tors), but they also must take into account „soft” factors (organization culture, intellectual 

potential of personnel and their creativity), which, placed in rational organizational struc-

tures and effectively organized business processes constitute a condition of obtaining 

a desired synergy effect,  

 increase in interest of companies in information technology solutions offered in ASP and 

SaaS models is clearly noticeable.  

Statistics from the last year unequivocally confirm growing indicators of ICT solutions 

implementation in the sector of small and medium enterprises, which gives fair promise to 

Polish enterprises for their operations on global markets.  
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Omówienie 

Prężnie działający sektor małych i średnich przedsiębiorstw (MSP) w Polsce jest podsta-

wą właściwie funkcjonującej gospodarki rynkowej. Sektor ten obejmuje różnorodne przed-

siębiorstwa, zarówno co do skali, jak i profili działania. Technologie ICT (Information and 

Communication Technology) mogą pomóc to funkcjonowanie zdecydowanie usprawnić. In-

frastruktura teleinformatyczna oraz oprogramowanie użytkowe pozwalają na praktyczną re-

alizację idei e-biznesu, jako kwintesencji globalnej gospodarki sieciowej. W artykule omó-

wiono istotę, uwarunkowania i perspektywy rozwoju zastosowań systemów e-biznesu w pol-

skim sektorze MSP. 
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